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Abstract. The aim of the current study is to research and analyze Adapted managerial mathematical model to study the 
functions and interactions  between enterprises in high-tech cluster, and his approbation in given high-tech cluster; to 

create high-tech cluster, taking into account the impact of relationships between individual units in the cluster–Leading 
Enterprises, network of Enterprises subcontractors, economic infrastructure. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The term “cluster” is submitted for the first time from Prof. Michael Porter. According to him the cluster can be 

classified as “mixture”, but this term is with wider application and is consisted with international competition [7]. 

Deployment of an enterprise's production near suppliers or next to big markets it is not necessary, since lowering of 

transport costs eliminates this need [7]. 

Other author, who examined, study and analyze clusters, is Robert Breo. He gives definition about the cluster. 

Breo stated few factors, which distinguished today's industrial cluster from these clusters in 20th century [9]: 

 Formal Business Plan; 

 Integration and modification of numerous foreign technologies; 

 Development of the work force of all levels; 

 Organizational skills; 

 Competition of local level; 

 Efficient transport of products; 

 Cooperation public stakeholders; 

 Educational system (programs, training, study). 

The aim of the current study is to research and analyze Adapted managerial mathematical model to study the 

functions and interactions  between enterprises inhigh-tech cluster, and his approbation in given high-tech cluster; to 

create high-tech cluster, taking into account the impact of relationships between individual units in the cluster–

Leading Enterprises, network of Enterprises subcontractors, economic infrastructure. 

Subject of the study are theoretical mechanisms for the definition of mathematical models for study the 

functions and interactions between enterprises in high-tech cluster.  

Object of the study are production enterprises, members of cluster. 
The relevance of the study is justified by the importance of the research problem − adapted managerial 

mathematical model to study the functions and interactions between enterprises in high-tech cluster. Advantages, 

which have enterprises when they cooperated themselves and simultaneously are competitors on the domestic and 
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foreign markets – stimulation of the innovation actions; exchange of knowledge, experience, ideas and good 

practices; increasing competitiveness of manufactured products and services.. 

2. STAGING (DESCRIPTION) THE PROBLEM 

Examine the structure of Cluster “Mechatronics and Automation”. 

Leading enterprises – high-tech enterprises are key enterprises, exporting stocks and services outside the region, 

i. e. their role is basic in the high-tech cluster. 

The aim of the problem is to create high-tech cluster, for which to choose such business incubators of ideas and 

technologies the Leading Enterprises and Enterprises Subcontractors, in order the cluster to function optimally, i. e. 

the aim is maximum overall efficiency of the high-tech cluster. 

The fact that all of this must comply with the costs that will be needed and with the potential return on the 

invested capital must not be ignored.  

The solution of the problem consists of few stages – Data calculating, unification of criteria for optimality 

appropriately, solving of the problems from describing mathematical models. 

The mathematical model consists of two problems.  

2.1. Theoretical mathematical model for creating of high-tech cluster 

To solve the problem, are described two mathematical models, i. e. the mathematical model consists of two 

problems. 

The high-tech enterprises use the development and products, created in business incubators. 

 

 First problem of the mathematical model 

Let leading high-tech enterprises have a number of   −           , and the goods and services offered 

from them have a number of    −             . For every offered goods or services are provided costs and 

potential profit. How qualitative one good or service is, is influenced by different factors as invested capital, human 

resources, equipment, etc. The experts in the fields develop estimates all offered goods and services for each 
enterprise.   

These assessments formed on the base some macroeconomic indicators: 

 Manufacture; 

 Labor market; 

 International transactions. 

Let these assessments are: 

For enterprise          , for offered goods and services         , assessments respectively        

         . 
 

TABLE 1. Assessments of offered goods and services for given enterprise  

Goods and services 

 

Enterprise 

              …    

           …     
           …     

        … … … … … 

           …     
 

Thus defined assessments are indicators for efficiency of each activity of the offered goods and services for each 

leading high-tech enterprise form the cluster. 

Let potential forecast and plan costs for given leading high-tech enterprise for each from offered goods and 

services are                   − table 2 

 

   – assessment of leading 

     high-tech enterprise for 

offered from him     good or 

service,  
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TABLE 2. Potential forecast and plan costs for offered goods and services of given leading high-tech enterprise 
(for 1 year) 

Goods and services 

 

Enterprise 

               …    

           …     
           …     

         … … … … … 

           …     
 

Let potential forecast and plan profits for given leading high-tech enterprise for each from offered goods and 

services are                   – table 3: 

 

TABLE 3. Potential forecast and plan profits for offered goods and services of given leading high-tech 

enterprise (for 1 year) 

Goods and services 

 

Enterprise 

              …    

           …     
           …     

         … … … … … 

           …     
 

The mathematical model of the First problem  
The mathematical model of the task for distribution of goods and services between leading high-tech enterprises 

at limited general financial assets for costs and at least certain amount financial assets for profit is: Linear integer 

optimization problem with Boolean variables, i. e.                [4, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6]: 

   { ( )  ∑∑        

 

   

 

   

                                                              

                  } 

subject to: 

{
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
∑∑         

 

   

 

   

∑∑   

 

   

 

   

      

∑   

 

   

        

∑   

 

   

          

    {   }

 

            (1) 

where and   is overall forecast and plan minimum guaranteed cost for offered goods and services from leading 

high-tech enterprises, and   is overall forecast and plan maximum guaranteed profit.      is single quality of given 

good and services    , offered from leading high-tech enterprise     in a period of time 1 year and 

    – forecast and plan costs of 

leading high-tech enterprise    for 

single amount from offered from 

the enterprise    goods and services 

(for 1 year) 

   – forecast and plan profits of 

given leading high-tech enterprise 
   for single amount from offered 

form the enterprise    goods and 

services (for 1 year) 
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    {
                                                                                    

                                                                                             
 

 

 Second problem of the mathematical model 

Indicators for the efficiency are seven factors, which indicate industrials cluster’s influence on the 

competitiveness of enterprises, which are members of clusters. These indicators are as follows: 

 Competitiveness of offered production –   

  Labor productivity –   ; 

  Financial results –    ; 

  Growth of enterprises –    

  Innovation of enterprises −    

 Production and marketing flexibility −    

 Adaptability of enterprises to market –    

 

Each from the indicators is described quality. For the indicator         , subset of elements of the indicator: 

{   }              (                                                  ). 

Indicators from          are evaluated degree of importance and determined by the degree of scale       , as 

1 is bad, and 10 is excellent, as the weight is assessed form results of the enterprises and expert evaluation of the 

researcher. 

The experts in the given field determine the degree of importance, as they make an expert assessment, that 

transform quality characteristics of the factor “a” in quantitative ones. 

 

For assessment of the indicator           , set the following table: 

TABLE 4. Assessment of Indicator          

 

Characteristics of 

the factor 

 

Degree of 

importance 

                                

  1   10                                  

Weight vector                                 
 

 

Describe of the weight vector:  

  ⃗⃗  ⃗  (                ), where     
   

∑    
 
   

                                               (2) 

 

Looking for distribution of goods and services between leading high-tech enterprises maximum overall 

efficiency from the implementation, as taking into account the following conditions – limited general financial 

assets for costs, at least certain amount financial assets for profit.  

 

It is necessary to determine Enterprise Subcontractors. The purpose is to experts determine what will be the 

activities as a whole, i. e. what delivery is necessary for raw materials and materials, equipment and service. Let 

these activities are denoted with           . And Enterprise Subcontractors are   of number −            . 

Activities depend on the economic infrastructure of the subcontractor – factors as human resources, technologies, 

capital and finance, business climate, physical infrastructure. Let these factors are   of number −           . Each 

factor must be assessed different indicators from experts in the relevant field. Let for factor          , the 

number of indicators is    ,  and indicators are           .  Each indicator has particular importance (meaning).  

 

Weight method:  For factor          , with indicators           , relevant assessments are         

   ,  and their relevant importance (weights) are             , where  
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∑∑   

  

   

 

   

 

                (3) 

It’s find efficiency of each factor as follows: For factor          , the efficiency is 

   (             )  

(

 
    
   
  
    )

 
 
       

                (4) 

The amount of resulting efficiencies gives the efficiency of the activity. In Table 5 are presented these 

efficiencies for each activity for each from enterprise subcontractors: 

 

TABLE 5. Efficiencies for each activity of given enterprise subcontractor 

 

Activities 

 

Enterprises 

Subcontractors 

      …    

           …     

           …     
           … … … …                                    … 

           …     
 

 

In order to deploy activities between enterprises subcontractors, looking for maximum overall efficiency from 

activities taking into account following conditions – limited overall financial assets for costs , let certain amount 

financial assets for profit. 

Let forecast and plan costs for each enterprise subcontractor for each of activities are                   

, and forecast and plan profits for each enterprise subcontractor for each of activities are                   

– Table 6. 

 

TABLE 6. Forecast and plan profits for each activity of given enterprise subcontractor (for 1 year) 

 

Activities 

 

Enterprise  

Subcontractor 

                      

                               
                               
                  
                               

 

 

 

Mathematical model of the Second problem 

The mathematical model of the problem for deployment of activities between enterprises subcontractors at 

limited overall financial assets for costs and at least certain amount financial assets for profit is: Linear integer 

optimization problem with Boolean variables, i. e.                [4; 1; 2; 3; 5; 6]: 
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     {   }

 

                         (5) 

Where   is overall forecast and plan minimum guaranteed cost for activities of enterprises subcontractors, and   is 

overall forecast and plan maximum guaranteed profit.     is single quality of given activities    , implemented from 

enterprise subcontractor     in a period of time 1 year and 
 

    {
                                                                         

                                                                                             
 

2.2. Application of the Theoretical mathematical model in Cluster “Mechatronics and 

Automation” 

Cluster “Mechatronics and Automation” was established on 22.12.2006 by Initiative Committee. The 

mechatronics and the automation suggest connection in manufacturing systems of mechanics, electronics and 

software. The development of the cluster is aimed at the demand for export-oriented niche market in order to realize 

the high-tech products and services with high value added. As products and services are realized mechatronic 

manufacturing systems, automation of continuous productions, software products for aggregates management, 

industries and factories (numerical control, MES, ERP and others). 

Geographically the cluster is situated in the Town of Blagoevgrad, and it used with support of local municipal 

authority. Members of Cluster “Mechatronics and Automation” are high-tech enterprises, with scope of activity in 

the field of engineering, hardware and software[10]. 
The difference between ordinary and high-tech clusters is in the composition of development units, which are 

elements of the cluster. For them is characterized the presence of business incubator, where arise and developed high 

technologies. Project of the structure Cluster “Mechatronics and Automation” (CMA) is shown in Fig. 1 
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FIGURE 1. Project of the structure Cluster “Mechatronics and Automation” 

 

 First problem of the mathematical model 

Data are taken from studied enterprises, member of Cluster “Mechatronics and Automation”. Studied enterprises 

are in the field of manufacture.  

Studied leading enterprises are following: 

  −  RITTBUL Ltd. 

    −  Joint Stock Company (JSC) SAMEL 90  

    − SPESIMA Ltd. 

Studied enterprises subcontractors of leading enterprises are following: 

  –ULTRAFLEKS KORPOREYSHAN Ltd. 

   –  General partnership “SEMIS – CANEV i SIE” 

   –  JSC MEHATRONIKA 

Scheme of leading enterprises and their enterprises subcontractors, i. e. the leading enterprise and its 

enterprise subcontractor, is shown of Fig. 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE. 2. Scheme of leading enterprises ant their enterprises subcontractors in Cluster “Mechatronics and Automation”  
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The collected data are indicator            each leading high-tech enterprise, member of Cluster 

“Mechatronics and Automation”. Assessments made by experts in potential fields in every single one, member of 

the cluster, and they are shown in the Table 7:  

 
TABLE 7. Assessment of the enterprise          , for his proposed goods and services         

  

 

 
For the distribution of goods and services between leading high-tech enterprises are used Annual Profit and Loss 

Accounts of the relevant enterprise.  

 

Let potential forecast and plan costs for each leading high-tech enterprise for each proposed good and service are 

                  − table 8: [thousand. lev / year] (for 1 year): 

 
TABLE 8. Potential forecast and plan costs for each leading high-tech enterprise for each proposed good and 

service (for 1 year) 

 

        Goods and    

             services                              

 

Enterprise 

            

                                               

      
         

                                      

      
         

                                    

       Goods and    

            services 

 

Enterprise 

            

                                               

                                                 

      
         

                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

   –  forecast and plan costs of the 

leading high-tech enterprise     for single 

amount of his proposed      good or 

service (for 1 year) 

The size of the Costs of raw materials and 
external services is as follows: 

For     – RITTBUL Ltd: 259 000 lv.  

For     – Stock company SAMEL 90:  12 288 

000 lv. 

For   –SPESIMA Ltd:  1 791 000 lv. 
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Let potential forecast and plan profits for each leading high-tech enterprise for each proposed good and service 

are                   − table 9: [thousand. lev / year] (for 1 year): 

 

TABLE 9. Potential forecast and plan profits for each leading high-tech enterprise for each proposed 

good and service (for 1 year) 

 

 

        Goods and  

            services 

 

Enterprise 

            

                                       
        

                                  
           

   
           

                                       
        

         Goods and 

            services 

 

Enterprise 

            

                                       
        

                                      
         

                                  
        

 

 

 

 Second problem of the mathematical model 
The collected data for relevant activities, implemented from enterprises subcontractors for economic 

infrastructure factors         and elements subset of individual indicator           .  Data are processed and 

received efficiencies of activities of enterprises subcontractors ant they are systematized in Table 10. 

 
TABLE 10. Efficiencies of enterprises subcontractors for proposed of them activities 

 

 

Activities 

 

Enterprises 

Subcontractors 

                        

      
   

   
   

   
   

 

   
        

   
       

   
       

         
       

      
       

   
      

   
     

   
       

   
       

   
       

   
      

   
      

      
       

   
       

   
      

   
       

   
        

   
       

   
        

   
        

    –  forecast and planning profit of 

the leading high-tech enterprise     for 

single amount of his proposed      good 

or service (for 1 year) 

The size of Accounting profit is as follows: 

For     – RITTBUL Ltd: 264 000 lv.  

For    – Stock company SAMEL 90:  25 987 000lv. 

For   –SPESIMA Ltd:  314 000 lv. 
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Distribution activities between enterprises subcontractors are used Annual reports on income and expenses in 

relevant enterprise subcontractor. 

Forecast and plan costs for each activity of given enterprise subcontractor with specific data -          
         for 1 year, are shown in Table 11. Forecast and plan profits for each activity  of given enterprise 

subcontractor with specific data -                  , for 1 year, are shown in Table 12.   

 

 
TABLE 11. Forecast and plan costs for each activity of given enterprise subcontractor with specific data - 

                   (for 1 year) 

 

         Activities 

 

Enterprise-

Subcontractor 

            

                                 

                                               

                                                     
         Activities 

 

Enterprise-

Subcontractor 

            

                                                   

                                              

                              
          

            

 

The size of Costs of raw materials and external services of studied enterprises subcontractor is as follows: 

For    − ULTRAFLEKS KORPOREYSHAN Ltd:  1 741 000 lv. 

For    – General Partnership “SEMIS – CANEV i SIE”:  93 000 lv. 

For   – JSC MEHATRONIKA: Costs for raw materials: 3 776 000 lv.; Costs for external services: 938 000 лв. 

Total Costs for raw materials, materials and external services for JSC MEHATRONIKA:           

                      

 

TABLE 12. Forecast and plan profits for each activity of given enterprise subcontractor -               
      (for 1 year) 

 

         Activities 

 

Enterprise-

Subcontractor 

            

                                 

                                           

                              
         

            

         Activities 

 

Enterprise- 

Subcontractor 
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The size of Accounting profit of studied enterprises subcontractor is as follows: 

For    −  ULTRAFLEKS KORPOREYSHAN Ltd:  72 000lv. 

For    –  General Partnership “SEMIS – CANEV i SIE”:25 000 lv. 

For    –  Stock Company MEHATRONIKA: 2 069 000 lv. 
 

3. NUMERICAL DECISION AND FINDINGS OF CONDITIONED PROBLEMS 

A suitable software product LINDO &LINGO that has ready module for solve the Linear integer optimization 

problem with Boolean variables, for solving both parts of the mathematical model is used. 

3.1. Numerical decision of conditioned problems 

 

Decision of First problem of the mathematical model 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3. Module with data from the First problem of the model 

 

FIGURE 4. The decision with data from the First problem of the model 
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The decision of the Second problem of the mathematical model 

 

FIGURE 5. Module with data from the Second problem of the model 

 

 

FIGURE 6. The decision with data from the Second problem of the mode 
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3.2. Findings from the application of the mathematical model in Cluster “Mechatronics and 

Automation” 

 

Decision of the First problem of the mathematical model 

 
TABLE 13. Goods and services assignment of leading high-tech enterprises 

 

Leading high-tech 

enterprises 

Goods and services, assigned of leading high-tech enterprises 

                        

   – 

RITTBUL Ltd 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

   –  JSC 

SAMEL 90 

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 

   – 

SPESIMA Ltd 

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 

 

 

Maximum overall efficiency is 835.19, as total costs are 502 379, and the profit is 491 685. 

  

FIGURE 7. Distribution of cost for leading high-tech enterprises to the goods and services, which they offer (for 1 year) 
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FIGURE 8. Distribution of profits for leading high-tech enterprises to the goods and services, which they offer (for 1 year) 

 

Notice: All costs values and profits values of leading high-tech enterprises, shown in Fig. 7 (costs) and Fig. 8 

(profits) are shown in table 8 (costs) and table 9 (profits). In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 only the largest and smallest cost and 

profit figures of the leading high-tech enterprises are reflected, since if all values are shown, the chart will not be 

aesthetically. 

 

Conclusion of the decision of the First problem 

1. The     – RITTBUL Ltd are assigned these goods and services:    – Import and sale of Professional hand 

tools and electrical equipment;    – Import and sale of instrumentation, suit Tools, LED lighting, software for 

design of electronic devices;    − Production of LED lighting;    – Production of transformers and coils; S_5 – 

Production of chokes, cable bundles, amplifiers, connectors;    – Development and implementation of specialized 

systems for the production automation;    – Production of specialized robots for automation of Horizontal machines 

for injection molding of zinc, magnesium, aluminum;    –making on specialized Robotics systems (automated 

devices), specialized hardware and software. 

The leading high-tech enterprise    – RITTBUL Ltd, is assigned all goods and services       , since they 

are with numerical value “1”.  

 

.2. The    – JSC SAMEL 90, is assigned following goods and services:       , since they are with numerical 

value “1”, without good and service    . The leading high-tech enterprise    – JSC SAMEL 90 is not assigned 

good and service    , since has numerical value “0”. 

 

3. The    – SPESIMA LTD is assigned following goods and services        , since they have numerical 

value “1”, without good and service    . The leading high-tech enterprise    – SPESIMA LTD is not assigned 

good and service     , since it has numerical value “0”. 

 

General conclusion from the decision of the First problem 

The leading high-tech enterprise RITTBUL LTD is assigned all goods and services       . The Joint Stock 

Company SAMEL 90 is assigned only seven from eight goods and services, without good and service   .  The 

leading high-tech enterprise SPESIMA LTD is assigned just seven from eight goods and services, without good and 

service   .  
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The RITTBUL LTD is assigned all goods and services. The JSC SAMEL 90 and the SPESIMA LTD are 

assigned seven goods and services, as of  the JSC SAMEL 90 is not assigned good and service    , and of the 

SPESIMA LTD is not assigned  good and service   .  

 

The decision of the Second problem of the mathematical model 

 

TABLE 14. Assignment activities for implementation from enterprises subcontractors 

 

 

Enterprises 

Subcontractors 

Activities, assigned for implementation from enterprises subcontractors 

                        

   – 

ULTRAFLEKS 

KORPOREYSHAN 

Ltd 

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 

   – General 

Partnership 

“SEMIS – CANEV i 

SIE” 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

   – JSC 

MEHATRONIKA 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Maximum overall efficiency is 1916.00, as total costs are 215058.0, and the profit  is 144470.00. 

 

FIGURE 9. Cost allocation for enterprises subcontractors to the activities, which they assigned (for 1 year) 
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FIGURE 10.  Distribution profits of enterprises subcontractors  to activities, which they assigned (for 1 year) 

 

Conclusion of the decision of the Second problem 

1. The     – ULTRAFLEKS KORPOREYSHAN Ltd is assigned these activities:   − Services in engineering 

- manufacturing of electronic components and finished products, prototypes, complete solutions, specialized 

software and hardware;    − Production of industrial electronics;   − Repair of metal cutting machineries;   − 

Design of machines for production and filling of flexible packaging;    − Productionandsale of 

machineryforproductionandfilling of flexiblepackaging. 

The     – ULTRAFLEKS KORPOREYSHAN Ltd is not assigned these activities:    – Production of 

induction generators for industrial applications to heat treatment, soldering, welding, melting and casting of various 

metals and alloys;    − Production of induction generators used in dentistry and jewelry casting dentures and 

jewelry;    − Services in engineering - the development of electronic components and finished products, prototypes, 
complete solutions, specialized software and hardware.  

The enterprise subcontractor    – ULTRAFLEKS KORPOREYSHAN Ltd is assigned with the 

implementation of activities      . The    – ULTRAFLEKS KORPOREYSHAN Ltd is not assigned for with the 

implementation of activities      . 

2. The Enterprise Subcontractor    – General Partnership “SEMIS – CANEV i SIE” is assigned with the 

implementation of all activities       . Don’t have activities, that are not assigned of the    – General 

Partnership “SEMIS – CANEV i SIE”. 

3. The    – JSC MEHATRONIKA is assigned with the implementation of all activities      . Don’t have 

activities, that are not assigned with the implementation of the    – JSC MEHATRONIKA. 

 

General conclusion from the decision of the Second problem 

The enterprise subcontractor ULTRAFLEKS KORPOREYSHAN Ltd is assigned with implementation of five 

of the activities:      . The ULTRAFLEKS KORPOREYSHAN Ltd is not assigned with the implementation 

of these activities:      .  
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The General Partnership “SEMIS – CANEV i SIE” is assigned with the implementation of all activities 

     .  JSC MEHATRONIKA is assigned with the implementation of all activities      . 

The ULTRAFLEKS KORPOREYSHAN Ltd is assigned with the implementation of only five activities, and 

three activities       are not assigned with the implementation.  The General Partnership “SEMIS – CANEV i 

SIE” and the JSC MEHATRONIKA are assigned with the implementation of all activities      . 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

From the conducted research and approbation of adapted managerial mathematical model to study the functions 

and interactions between enterprises in high-tech cluster, are made the following major conclusions: 

1. The adapted managerial mathematical model allows studying the functions and interactions 

between enterprises not only in high-tech cluster, but also in other cluster. This fact on one hand 
forms preconditions for choice of cluster, where to be proposed this model for improvement of the 

interaction between enterprises, members of cluster.  

2. Ready software product LINDO & LINGO, with that are performed calculations, has development 

ready module for calculate of this type mathematical model. 

3. The adapted managerial mathematical model is approbated in high-tech cluster – Cluster 

“Mechatronics and Automation”, where it becomes clear that the interaction between leading high-

tech enterprises ant their enterprises subcontractors is carried out as efficiently as possible. 

4. On the bases of the adapted managerial mathematical model is developed expert methodology for 

practical application, which includes description and characterization of its stages. 
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